FROM PRINCIPAL’S PEN
Dear Parents
New session is the harbinger of new challenges, new resolutions, new
aspirations new strategies and increased efforts . Session 2019-20 was
a fulfilling year in academics with Arjun Pundir of class XII topping the
Laksar area and was also awarded a merit certificate by C.B.S.E. for
scoring 100% marks in Hindi. Board results have been consistently
improving every year and students have also been excelling in sports
and games bringing laurels to the school. This new session 2020-21
will see a separate wing- ‘FIRST STEPS’ coming up with novel ideas to
nourish and encourage the little ones put forward their steps in the
academic world with confidence and firmly walking jovially hand in
hand with their mentors. Through this wing we hope to fulfill the long
term needs of the society by nurturing childhood in a positive and
carefree ambience to enable the young brains to experiment, explore
and experience a new world of creations. We have always tried to give
something new and unique to the students to maintain their interest
in school life --- a proof of it being the ever increasing number of
students with 100% attendance every year. This speaks volumes about
the congenial environment inside the school building. Continuous
counseling of students and teachers helps in achieving some desired
goals. Students are also being sensitized towards many national and
global issues too. Our students took out an awareness rally to
encourage the people of Laksar to stop the use of plastic and also to
stay united by running for Unity.
The Involvement of parents is very important for the overall progress of
the students and hence PTMs at regular intervals are pre-planned and
I would request all of you to attend the same in the interest of your
ward. Low attendance of parents in PTMs not only disheartens the
teachers but also proves an impediment in your ward’s overall
development because together only we can mould their personalities in
desirable shapes. Wonders do happen if tried honestly and sincerely
and I have full faith that our efforts in this regard will never cease.

